The purpose of this study was to identify the social process of infant care among Cherokee mothers. Nineteen informants, who had an infant less than 2 years of age, were interviewed. The data were analyzed using the technique of constant comparative analysis. A social process of Indian infant care among Cherokee mothers was identified. Eight concepts emerged from data analysis. The first and principal concept, being a Cherokee mother, describes the functions of being an Indian mother in Cherokee society. The other seven concepts describe the patterns of cultural care the mothers provided to their infants. These included accommodating everyday infant care, accommodating health perspectives, building a care-providing consortium, living spiritually, merging the infant into Indian culture, using noncoercive discipline techniques, and vigilantly watching for the natural unfolding of the infant. Trustworthiness and credibility of the generated theory were evaluated through multiple measures.
INTRODUCTION
Care is a basic aspect of human existence. Humans care for each other and are cared for by others. Family members provide the majority of care humans give to each other. The human experience of being cared for is fundamental to human life in infancy as well as during other life stages. Human infants require an enormous amount of care from family members, which makes them the most vulnerable members of the family. Without care from other humans, an infant will become sick or die; however, when care is provided, an infant can grow and develop into a productive member of the family. Nursing professionals can maintain and promote the health of American Indian infants by understanding the unique caring process among American Indian mothers, thus providing family members with service and knowledge about taking care of their infants.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
American Indian philosophy offers nurses an alternate, unique view of care. These Indian beliefs include ideas about the relationship between the earth, the Indians' doctrine of spirituality, and the living and nonliving things on earth. French (1987) described this philosophy as the strength of the Indian harmony ethos. He stated that all Americans could benefit from this unique perception of the individual and their link to nature. The universe provides the spiritual, emotional, physical, social, and biological means for human existence. The original American Indians felt the universe about them and dedicated themselves to keeping the human's world in balance with the cosmos. All of them loved the earth and held her body and her children sacred. American Indians today maintain a spiritual association with nature and the world surrounding them. By caring for the earth, the people assure that the earth will provide for the Indian tribes and their children (Hurdy, 1970) .
This unique caring process continues to be passed from one generation of American Indian to the next. Children, especially infants, are of utmost importance for they represent the renewal of life (Spector, 2000) , and infants are believed to belong not just to family members but to the universe as well. The infant is symbolic of new life for humans and earth and the need for a renewal of a harmonious relationship with nature (Stone, 1990) . Infants are cared for with support, sustenance, and nurturing to ensure the continuity of existence (Goodluck & Short, 1980) . The caring of infants ensures the preservation of tribal beliefs and traditions. American Indian infants represent continued hope for the rebirth of the earth and for the rebirth of the Indian way of life (Stone, 1990) .
PURPOSE
American Indian mothers have cultural patterns that are distinct from the Western philosophy of family care predominately found in the United States. These cultural patterns influence the care Indian mothers provide to their infants. There is a lack of knowledge among nurses about the infant caring process among American Indian mothers. Thus, the overall goal of this research study is to provide the discipline of nursing with theory that explains the process of providing care to infants among American Indian mothers. Specifically, the purpose is, through grounded theory methodology, to systematically identify the infant caring process among Cherokee mothers and to identity cultural patterns of care Cherokee mothers provide to their infants. The infant caring process is defined as the attention, behaviors, and attitudes of a person who is concerned with the welfare and safety of a member of their family who is less than 2 years of age.
SIGNIFICANCE
The American Indian infant is described as probably the most neglected human in the U.S. population (Abbott & Slater, 2000; Baldwin et al., 2002; Indian Health Service, 1997) . Although the neonatal death rate (0 to 27 days) among Indian infants is actually lower than the non-Indian infants, the postneonatal mortality (death in the 28-day to 1-year period) among Indian infants remains greater than in the non-Indian population (Abbott & Slater, 2000; Baldwin et al., 2002; Indian Health Service, 1997) . The postmortality remains greater for Indian infants, both male and female. Indian infants are twice as likely to die in their 1st year of life than non-Indian infants (Abbott & Slater, 2000; Baldwin et al., 2002; Indian Health Service, 1997) . The death rate for infants is even higher in some Indian nations.
American Indian infants are at higher risk for health problems than non-Indian infants (Abbott & Slater, 2000; Baldwin et al., 2002; Indian Health Service, 1997) . Rates for birth trauma and asphyxiation at birth are 2.5 times higher for Indian babies than the U.S. population for non-Indian babies. Fetal alcohol syndrome occurs up to 6 times more frequently among Indian babies than non-Indian babies. The leading causes of death among Indian infants can be attributed to respiratory illnesses, intestinal infections, injuries, and poisonings. With regard to injuries, the Indian accident rate for children younger than 1 year of age is twice the U.S. non-Indian rate. Sudden infant death syndrome is almost twice as common among American Indians as in the U.S. population. Physical abuse and neglect are as high as among non-Indian populations (DeBruyn, Chino, Serna, & Fullerton-Gleason, 2001) . Lastly, Indian infants are often in home environments that reflect poor sanitation and living conditions that may contribute to health problems. Indian babies are at higher risk for health problems than non-Indian infants, making them even more vulnerable to the care they receive.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The literature was investigated for theoretical frameworks that provide some explanation of how American Indians care for their infants. No theoretical references could be found that are culturally significant for American Indians and help to explain how Indian families care for their infants. The researcher for this study has provided her own potential theory about how Indians interact in their environments. The model (see Figure 1 ) represents the theory of how American Indian families adjust to their family environment. The conceptual framework, The Pattern of American Indians: Harmony Ethos, served as the guiding framework for this study.
The conditional determinant refers to the factor that indicates cultural identity. Identification with the tribe is a concept that varies among different members of different tribes at different times (Weaver, 1998) . The degree with which an Indian family member identifies with the tribe influences the person's basic identity and selfimage. The stronger the family member's identity with the tribe, the more likely the person will adhere to the values, beliefs, and parenting practices of the tribe. In the Indian culture, there is the idea of selfnonself, which is less individualistic and more fluid than the Western idea of individual self (Sampson, 1988 ). An Indian family member's definition of self includes the family, tribe, and community.
Spirituality is the essence of being Indian. French (1987) described this essence as the Indian harmony ethos. Spirituality provides the basis of how Indian families adjust in their environments (Rogers, 1990; Wuest, 1991) . Indian religions (Christian and non-Christian) vary in their teachings and beliefs, but the idea that spirituality and health are inseparable is a prevalent theme among all Indian religions (Heinerman, 1989; Wing & Thompson, 1995) . Attributes of spiritual-ity include balance, harmony, oneness, and honor. For example, Navajos believe being in harmony with supernatural forces is a necessary dimension of spiritual and physical health (Spector, 2000, pp. 173-194) . Spirituality determines how the Indian family member adjusts to the environment in the family home.
Passive forbearance is the term used to describe the pattern of the American Indian in the family environment (Dubray & Sanders, 1999; Good Tracks, 1973; Greenfeld, 1996; Red Horse, 1997; Wax & Thomas, 1961; Weaver & White, 1997; Wing & Thompson, 1995) . Passive forbearance can be defined as the right of the person to choose whatever type of behavior he or she might wish to exhibit. Another family member is not allowed to intervene (or expected to intervene) even if self-destructive behavior is exhibited. In addition, neither can the person oppose the goals of the group. The attributes of passive forbearance include humility, respect, circularity, and connectedness. maintaining harmony with the earth and nature. Thus, Indian family members interact with the family environment in a noninterfering and cooperative manner. Indian families believe that health reflects living in total harmony with nature and having the ability to survive under exceedingly difficult circumstances (Kimbrough & Drick, 1991; Sobralske, 1985; Upvall, 1997) . The values, attitudes, and beliefs of health are reflected in the behaviors of the Indian family. Nine concepts-indirect communication, time, individual development, interdependence, family lifestyle pattern, visionary, humor, traditional, and teacher-are behaviors that are valued by the Indian family in promoting harmony with family members, environment, supernatural forces, inanimate and living objects, and community (Red Horse, 1997) . These behaviors of the Indian/environment interaction can promote changes in others in the environment (Red Horse, 1997; Rogers, 1990; Seideman, Jacobson, Primeaux, Burns, & Weatherby, 1996; Wuest, 1991) . For example, if an Indian family member does not communicate with the non-Indian health care professional directly, the professional may respond to that behavior in a way that is acceptable or unacceptable to the Indian family member. When the behavior is considered acceptable to the Indian family member, the interaction reinforces the belief system of the Indian and thus promotes the harmony sought by the Indian individual.
Indian families are more receptive to traditional Indian values, beliefs, and behaviors than U.S. cultural ways (Red Horse, 1997; Seideman et al., 1996; Weaver, 1998) . When an outsider is not familiar with the Indian culture, disharmony in the environment can occur from misunderstanding of American Indian behavior. Tribal communities sometimes limit the outside influence outsiders may have in their community by becoming more receptive to their own traditional behaviors and values and less receptive to non-Indian values, beliefs, and behaviors.
To American Indian families, the harmony ethos pattern of living is a part of life embedded deep into the culture and history of their heritage. It is an essential part of the way Indians care for themselves and each other. Indian families may care for their family members using this pattern of living. Indians may not truly be able to identify or translate the meaning of harmony ethos just as Americans cannot truly explain what freedom and liberty mean to them.
METHODOLOGY
Theoretical frameworks and an empirical base about the infant caring process among American Indian mothers is lacking in the literature. Given the dearth of knowledge about this process and its significance to the health and well-being of American Indian infants, a qualitative grounded theory methodology was the approach used to build scientific knowledge in this area (Glaser, 1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967) .
Sample and Setting
Nineteen informants were selected to participate in this study. The mean age of the informants was 27 years old with the youngest being 19 years old and the eldest being 36 years old. Thirteen mothers were married and 6 were single. The average age for the infants was 12 months with a range in ages from 1 month to 21 months. There were 11 girls and 10 boys. Eighteen informants had one infant and 1 informant had two infants under the age of 2. Two informants were 9-months pregnant at the time of the study. All the informants were Cherokee except for 1. (The 1 mother who was not Cherokee was a member of another tribe but was raised in the Cherokee culture and was raising her children in the Cherokee culture. Her husband was 4/4 Cherokee.) Family size ranged from one child to six children. Occupations included homemaker, student, teaching assistant, nurse, teacher, and cook.
Informants were selected who could provide rich and meaningful data. Selection of informants in grounded theory is based on theoretical sampling (Glaser, 1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967) . Theoretical sampling refers to the selection of informants who will most facilitate the development of emerging theory. Such information has specific characteristics or knowledge that adds to, supports, or refutes the theory, thus enhancing the investigator's understanding of the setting. Initial selection of informants was based on several factors such as living in a rural area, degree of blood quantum, degree of identification with their tribe, and living close to their Indian clan or far away from them. For example, the researcher had an opportunity to interview 1 informant who was one-sixteenth Cherokee because she wanted to compare a Cherokee mother who had less blood quantum with mothers who had half or greater blood quantum. It was discovered that this informant still identified with the Cherokee tribe, and her elders were full blood (4/4) and spoke the Cherokee language. Access to the informants was through contacts in the community-elders, churches, preschools, and community leaders. The setting for this study was in rural southeastern United States.
Data Collection: The Interview
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Arizona and permission to tape-record the interview was asked of each participant. Tribal approval was granted from the principal chief from the local tribal community. Arrangements were made to interview the informants either at their home or a place selected by them (store, restaurant, powwow). Informed consent was obtained at the beginning of the interview explaining the study and affirming anonymity and voluntary participation. The grand tour question asked of each informant was, "Tell me how you care for your infant?" (Glaser, 1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967) . Other questions concerning infant care were generated from the conceptual framework: "Tell me how you include your infant into your ceremonies," "When you use traditional medicine, do you use biomedical medicine?" and "How do family members participate in your infant's care?" The investigator was required to take special considerations when interviewing American Indian informants. Rapport needed to be established before asking questions concerning infant care. Sequencing of questions was addressed. Questions that were considered sensitive, such as traditional medicine, were postponed until the end of the interview. Subjects such as conjuring (witchcraft) were not approached unless the informant brought up the subject. The interviews were tape-recorded and field notes were written after the interviews. Data were also obtained through participant observation in settings that included churches, stores, powwows, family gatherings, social gatherings, and home settings.
Analysis of Data
Constant comparative analysis was the method used to generate theory from the data collected in the interviews (Glaser, 1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967) . Tapes were transcribed using a word processor and transcriber. Data were cross-referenced and categorized using ethnographic qualitative data software. All the data were analyzed, even those that appeared meaningless and unimportant. Each piece of data was compared to other pieces of data. The data were coded by common themes and divided into categories that shared the same meaning (category development). Data were coded into categories until saturation was complete.
When the process of saturation was complete, the investigator formulated definitions based on the properties inherent in the category (Glaser, 1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967) . Properties of categories were identified and the ones with common themes were merged into a central theme. Once the initial categories were formed, the investigator continued to search for additional categories. Categories were reduced and merged into concepts or core categories. Links between core categories were described and developed. The investigator developed a schematic diagram to represent the emerging grounded theory of infant care among Cherokee mothers. The literature was reviewed and used to support the developed theory of infant care.
Trustworthiness and Credibility
The investigator used multiple techniques such as persistent observation, prolonged engagement, persistent observation, member checks, peer debriefing, negative care analysis, and audit trails to establish trustworthiness and credibility of the findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) . The researcher moved to the area where the informants live while she collected the data-approximately for 4 months. Trust between the informants and the investigator was increased by her presence and availability in the area. The researcher was able to observe the Cherokee mothers as they provided care to their babies in their homes and in the community. Member checks were made by sharing the data-including emerging definitions, concepts, categories, and theory-with the informants. The researcher shared her analysis of the data with outsiders, other researchers, to get an etic perspective of the data analysis. The researcher interviewed 1 non-Cherokee mother (but of Indian blood) to provide the researcher with a contrasting perspective of Cherokee care. Finally, the researcher maintained records that included (a) the raw data, the tape-recorded interviews and written field notes; (b) data reduction and analysis such as computer printouts from the ethnograph program and memos; (c) data reconstruction and synthesis products; (d) the final report with connections to existing literature and an integration of concepts, relationships, and interpretations; and (e) process notes such as methodological notes, trustworthiness notes, and audit trail notes.
IDENTIFICATION OF CORE CATEGORIES
Core categories are theoretical constructs that account for a certain amount of behavioral variation among the informants. Constant comparative analysis was done until central or core categories emerged from the analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) . Core categories contribute theoretical meaning and scope to the theory. The following sections describe the core category that emerged from data analysis.
Accommodating Everyday Infant Care
Indian mothers live in two cultures, the Indian society and the mainstream society. The child care mothers provided to their infants reflected infant care perspectives from the two different societies. Mothers ordered their care to include what they thought was the best care from the two cultures. Indian mothers provided child care when their infants wanted or needed something, not when the mothers felt their babies ought to need something. The following example demonstrates how 1 mother prepared baby food because she read that it was more nutritious than 
Accommodating Health Perspectives
Mothers accommodated their health perspectives-Indian and biomedical health care-in several ways to achieve a consolidation of the two. Mothers had to adjust their health care beliefs to different kinds of health care systems available to them: Indian medicine or biomedical care. Mothers had different definitions of health and illness reflecting an Indian perspective as well as a White perspective. Health was viewed as an ongoing state that could be altered temporarily by occasional illness. Health could be promoted with certain Indian medicines and ceremonies. Illnesses were considered minor or major. Some illnesses could be treated at home by over-the-counter medicine or by a family member who was familiar with Indian home remedies. Major illnesses needed to be treated by a physician or a medicine man. Major illnesses were problems like a skull fracture and other Indian maladies such as nightmares where additional treatment was needed from the medicine man. Mothers selected either biomedical health care or traditional health care. One mother explained how she used traditional and biomedical health care.
If he had a runny nose, we don't worry about it, just try to keep his nose clean and suction it with a suction bottle [ear syringe] and if we think he needs Dimetapp or something like that, we give that to him for his nose. But normally, if he is throwing up sick or has a temperature, I take him to the emergency room because I get real scared with him being my first. I don't want anything to happen to him. So, I usually take him to the emergency room. Same thing if he is throwing up. But if it is something else, like we thought he had chicken pox a couple of weeks ago. I called my mom and my mom has a medical dictionary because she took nursing classes. She looks up chicken pox and tells me symptoms and looks up measles and tells me symptoms. I try to relate how C.
[baby] is acting and things like that. My grandpa, he is full blood and he uses Indian medicine. If my grandpa can't help him, then he tells me which medicine man to go see.
Being a Cherokee Mother
Children are essential for a society to survive. Mothers are involved in different kinds of positions in society that affect how they care for their offspring, and mothers use various types of parenting skills to care for their young. Cherokee mothers have additional functions as a mother in their society: passing Cherokee heritage onto their daughters through clan membership and extending the care of their infants to other family members to increase the number of caregivers for their infants and children and to promote family bonding. Two Cherokee mothers stated When my mother comes home, my dad too, they always spend a lot of time with him [baby] because they miss him during the day. They al-ways say "I wish he could walk, so he could go do this with us." Have the baby so what they can do, they take him along. Or they play with him as much as they can. They take him outside if they are watering plants or something, they take him with them. Or when Dad is working on his truck, he will set the baby out there and let him watch.
Clan membership is passed from mother to her children. If the mother isn't Cherokee, then the clan line is lost.
Building a Care-Providing Consortium
This core category depicted how mothers unobtrusively constructed a coalition among family members to help them provide care for their babies. Mothers created this caring coalition in several ways: by encouraging sibling care, visiting extended families, driving long distances to visit families, letting grandparents raise their children, letting grandparents keep children for an extended time, encouraging special relationships (namesakes), and letting grandparents and other relatives teach their children things like sewing, cooking, fishing, and hunting. This care-providing consortium became a reciprocal process among the different family members who became a part of it. 
Living Spiritually
This core category demonstrated the quality of how Indian mothers tried to live by a certain philosophy about a higher power greater than themselves. Although many of the mothers went to a Christian church, 14 of the mothers attended the stomp dance and call this their Indian religion. Indian religion was important to them both as a devout way of life and a way to preserve their cultural heritage. Much of the mothers' Indian culture was preserved and renewed through participation in the stomp dance. Indians are hesitant to talk about the private ceremony of the stomp dance, but one mother shared this information (see Figure 2 ):
They build a fire and there are four arbors for the Four Mother Society and then they have a medicine man, and then they have leaders who go out and sing a song. While singing the song, they have other leaders behind them and shell shakers. While they are singing, the shell shakers are shaking, and sing a song, but a different leader, but the same song. They [children] experience the songs, G. is learning the songs, B. wants to shake shells. Whatever [spiritual philosophy] they choose, I'll let them go with that [choice]. used to integrate their infants into the culture were low profile and straightforward. Infants were brought to Indian ceremonies, dressed in Cherokee clothing (see Figures 3 and 4) , participated in Cherokee traditions, taught the Cherokee language, and taught by family members to inherently live as an Indian. One mother said
Merging the Infant Into Indian Culture
We are going to make her [baby] a new one this year. They made her a little bitty shawl. It just goes around her shoulders; it is hard for her to hang on to when dancing, but she will dance while someone chants for her. B.
[friend] is going to appliqué a bird [clan name] on it, and she is making the fringe like the four colors of the universe-now she knows all that stuff and I don't know what the four colors of the universe are what they represent, but she does.
Using Noncoercive Discipline Techniques
This core category described the hierarchy of discipline techniques mothers used with their infants. The developmental age of the infant determined the kind of discipline the mothers used with their infants. behaviors without force but still respected their infants' individual autonomy. Mothers felt that children are innately good and do not mean to be disobedient. The mothers used redirection and soft tones in their voices to distract infants: I don't like to think kids are bad. Sometimes she [baby] gets cranky. I really think she is probably too young to be disobedient. She still wants to be what she wants to be. I do a lot of redirecting.
Vigilantly Watching for the Natural Unfolding of the Infant
This core concept described the unobtrusive encouragement of mothers to promote and support the innate maturation of their infants. Mothers furthered their infants' development by limiting their direct interventions with their infants' progress. Mothers let their infants explore with minimal adult supervision to promote learning (e.g., never putting infants in playpens). The growth milestones of the infants were attentively watched by the mothers. When a perceived delay in development occurred, the mothers would use traditional medicine and mainstream remedies to foster their milestones. A mother stated I've tried not to smother her. If she wants to climb the steps, I try to stand back and give her support. I reach for her if I think she is going to fall, help when she turns around and looks at me, and wants the help, or when she is climbing the furniture. If she thinks she wants to do something herself, I let her try, and that's basically it.
RESULTS
The following sections describe the components of the Indian infant caring theory that emerged from the data (core categories). This theory is named Cherokee Mothers' Circles of Infant Care: Promoting Harmony When Providing Care Through Passive Forbearance. Literature to support the conceptual framework is cited. The core concept of being a Cherokee mother described the functions of motherhood whereas the other seven core categories described how mothers took care of their infants.
Being a Cherokee Mother
The circle of being a Cherokee mother is in the center of the outer circles of manifesting cultural patterns of infant care. The functions of being a mother vary from culture to culture, but universal functions exist across cultural societies (Red Horse, 1997) . Children and infants are important to all societies. The Cherokee mother has specific functions of being a mother in her culture (Bahr, 1994) .
Functions of Being a Cherokee Mother
Rearing healthy children, passing clan membership onto children, and being given the Indian authority to raise children are specific functions of being a Cherokee mother. These functions are expressed through culturally generated caring behaviors. A Cherokee mother demonstrates characteristics and behaviors of care that are culturally generated to carry out the functions of being a mother. These culturally generated patterns of care are continually developing and changing as functions of being a Cherokee mother change in mainstream culture as well as Indian culture.
Having children is important. Having children is important so the clan membership can be passed on. Being a mother and rearing healthy children are important functions of Indian women (Bahr, 1994) . Like the earth, who replenishes herself over the seasons, the Cherokee mother bears the children and perpetuates the clan (Higgins, 1983) . To quote a Sioux elder, "Indian children were considered the most precious and prized possession of the family in traditional [Indian] culture. They are a gift from the 'Great Spirit' to be cherished and nourished" (Floden, 1989) .
Passing clan membership onto the infant. Being a mother is a central function of a Cherokee woman. An important aspect of being a Cherokee mother is passing clan membership onto her sons and daughters. Clan membership is inherited from mother to daughter. The Cherokee heritage is passed through the clan system. Thus, the daughter has the responsibility of passing clan membership onto her son and daughter. The clan system makes the function of being a Cherokee mother in the Indian society very important. In the Cherokee clan system there are seven clans.
Spreading the care of the children to other family members. A Cherokee mother has the function of spreading the care of her infant to other family members (Red Horse, 1997) . In Navajo culture, mothers teach their children that their aunts are their mothers and their grandmothers are their mothers. Being a mother is not an exclusive concept. Biology alone does not create a mother. Sampson (1988) described a concept of ensembled individualism. He stated most cultures draw a line between a region defined as belonging intrinsically to the self and a region defined as extrinsic or outside the self and hence belonging to "the non-self other." However, in some cultures, the self-nonself is not sharply drawn and is more fluid. The issue of where the person ends and the world begins is less clearly a central feature of these cultures. Nursing is concerned with a human being's concept of the person/ environment interaction process so they can foster health-promoting behaviors that are culturally derived. The Cherokee mother includes other family members in her definition of self, so being a Cherokee mother involves having other mothers for her infant and spreading the care of the infant to these other mothers. While letting these other family members care for her infant, the mother considers them an extension of herself and therefore views a part of herself caring for her infant (Bahr, 1994) .
A Cherokee mother is continually changing and unfolding. Like a circle, being a Cherokee mother is continuous. There is no beginning or ending, and being a Cherokee mother occurs in an orderly process. Functions of being a Cherokee mother involve the past (clan membership is old), the present (spreading care of the infant to other mothers), and future (mother-to-daughter inheritance of clan membership). So, like the circle, being a Cherokee mother is continuous (Rogers, 1990) .
Patterns of Care (Circles of Care)
The outer circles represent the ways a Cherokee mother cares for her infant (Red Horse, 1997) . These circles are called manifesting cultural patterns of infant care. The circles of care represent how each concept is connected to the others and how they interrelate to one another (see Figure 5) . A common thread of harmony among the con-cepts can be identified (Wuest, 1991) . A Cherokee mother tries to promote harmony or the natural rhythm of her infant's spirituality when providing care for her infant. Indians believe that life is a circle of energy, in constant interaction with the earth, taking and receiving from the earth (Rogers, 1970) . No individual concept has greater significance than another core concept in the circles. Each concept is important to the care (circles) the mother provides to promote the natural rhythm of her infant's well-being. There are two outer circles that represent patterns of infant care. The concepts of building a careproviding consortium, living spiritually, using noncoercive discipline techniques, and vigilantly watching for the natural unfolding of the infant are on the first outer ring. The concepts of accommodating everyday infant care, accommodating health perspectives, and merging the infant into Indian culture are on the second outer circle. These circles represent how the seven concepts relate to each other. Each concept is interdependent with the other.
The lines pointing in the four directions (see Figure 5 ) represent the integration process of a Cherokee mother with mainstream culture. As the line is followed outward from the center of the circles, the Cherokee mother integrates more infant caring practices from the mainstream culture with the infant caring behaviors from Cherokee culture. The first outer circle represents how the Cherokee mother uses patterns of infant care that are more Cherokee and integrates less with the patterns of infant care from the mainstream culture. The Cherokee mother uses patterns of infant care that are Indian (e.g., building extended family relationships to help take care of her infant instead of concentrating on just nuclear family ties; Red Horse, 1997; Seideman et al., 1996) . The second outer circle represents how the Cherokee mother integrates more of the mainstream culture's pattern of infant care with Cherokee patterns of infant care. The Cherokee mother selects patterns of infant care that are from the mainstream society as well as from Cherokee culture to achieve the best care for the infant (e.g., using traditional medicine and biomedical health care for her infant's health needs).
Each circle flows together in perfect harmony (natural rhythm). The Indian mother is in continuous interaction with her environment. The mother and environment change together. Anything done to one part of each circle eventually affects every other part. When the infant's natural rhythm becomes altered or changed, the Cherokee mother changes how she cares for her infant. Therefore, the mother changes the patterns of care she provides to her infant to promote the harmony of care (circles). Promoting the harmony of the circles does not imply the circles stay the same but means changing the care as the need arises to promote the health (natural rhythm) of her infant. When a mother moves in harmony with the universe she develops a oneness with all things. This state is described as healthy, and she provides the same state of health for her infant.
The patterns of care are the characteristics and behaviors that a caring mother demonstrates. As the mother and environment change together, so does the manifestation of care the mother provides to her infant. The mother organizes herself in such a way as to promote harmony when providing infant care. These behaviors and characteristics are the expressions of cultural patterns of care.
Patterns of Care on the First Outer Ring
Building a care-providing consortium. Building a care-providing consortium is an important caring behavior the Cherokee mother provides for her infant. The harmony of care the Cherokee mother creates for her infant is a oneness with her family. Part of the circles of care she provides for her infant is creating family ties for her baby. She promotes group solidarity (Red Horse, 1997) . Extended Indian family systems foster interdependence of family members whereas Western family systems encourage independence of family members (Red Horse, 1980; Red Horse, 1997) . The way a Cherokee mother constructs a care-providing consortium for her infant is through nonobtrusive behaviors (passive forbearance). There are several ways a Cherokee mother creates a coalition of family care for her infant (Dubray & Sanders, 1999) . These include encouraging special bonds between the infant and family members, living with grandparents, promoting family structure, listening to family advice, selecting family caregivers, driving long distances to visit with relatives, letting the infant stay with family members for extended periods of time, caring for family members, strengthening family bonds, promoting infantgrandparent relationships, learning family values through elders, and teaching siblings and children to care for each other. One mother listened to the family advice from her father:
My dad [grandfather] said it is healthier for them [infants] to eat table food. He said in the olden day they didn't have all this formula when they had kids. So they had to feed them regular food, gravy and all.
Living spiritually. Living a respectful existence is significant to the Cherokee way of life. Living a spiritual existence is the ultimate way to live in harmony with the universe, and from the beginning the Cherokee mother offers this way of life to her infant. An aspect of the circles of care a Cherokee mother provides is promoting the spirituality and spiritualness of her infant. A quote by Charles Eastman, an Ohiyesa Indian, demonstrated the importance of living spiritually: "We have a religion which has been given to our forefathers, and has been handed down to us their children. It teaches us to be thankful, to be united, and to love one another!" (Nerburn, 1993, p. xvii) . Instead of choosing her infant's spiritual preference (or selected path in life), the Cherokee mother provides her infant with opportunities to learn about a variety of philosophies: Indian, Christian, or non-Christian (passive forbearance). However, she does try to set an example by taking her infant to the stomp dance (sacred, traditional Cherokee ceremony) or other spiritual ceremonies/services. One mother stated, "Then there's the stomp dance, which is another religion. I take them [children] to stomp grounds. You know, that is what God gave us." Some of the ways the Cherokee mothers promote their infant's spirituality include teaching the infant how to Indian dance, singing the stomp dance songs, shaking the rattles, listening to the stories, learning the rituals, learning teachings from the sacred belts, and celebrating special events.
Using noncoercive discipline techniques. The Cherokee mother respects her infant's self-reliance without using strict discipline techniques (Dubray & Sanders, 1999; Red Horse, 1997) . Indian parents are often described as being lenient with their children. Indian children are taught consideration through the example of their elders because Indian adults consistently treat children with the same respect they expect for themselves. The Cherokee mother teaches her infant selfreliance so he learns how to get along with others and the world. Teaching an infant self-reliance enables the infant to live in harmony with others. The Cherokee mother disciplines her infant in such a way that the infant is respected but taught to respect others also (passive forbearance). Adlerians state that in a well-functioning family all members work to the best of their ability so that all family members may enjoy maximum pleasure, comfort, satisfaction, and happiness with a minimum of pain, discomfort, dissatisfaction, and unhappiness. Everyone fully respects everyone else and does not allow any-one to be treated disrespectfully (Thomas & Marchant, 1983) . The Cherokee infant learns to interact with his environment so that he is considerate of the world he lives in. The Cherokee society values living in harmony with the world. The Cherokee mother disciplines her baby according to the developmental age. The Cherokee mother must provide appropriate discipline as her infant changes to maintain harmony because forcing limits on the infant who is not ready upsets the harmony of care. Some of the ways the Cherokee mother disciplines include using firm discipline without using physical punishment, ignoring the misbehavior of the infant, teaching the infant "no" to avoid using physical punishment, using other children's misbehavior as an example, and encouraging family members to discipline the infant.
Vigilantly watching for the natural unfolding of the infant. The Cherokee mother vigilantly watches for the natural unfolding of the infant (Dubray & Sanders, 1999) . By respecting the infant's innate potential, the mother has shown to her infant how to respect another individual's autonomy through example. Like the circle, the respect will come back to the mother and the infant (Red Horse, 1997; Wall, 1993) . The mother respects the innate potential of her infant and the natural unfolding of her baby's personality. Harmony is maintained by providing care that encourages the infant's natural maturation (Spector, 2000) . The harmony is achieved by fostering the natural unfolding of the infant. The infant evolves unidirectionally, and this evolving is perceived as growth in the infant. The Cherokee mother promotes this evolution (Rogers, 1970) . The ideal Indian person is one who is always in harmony as a living being but also becoming, achieving, and growing. As the infant becomes aware of his world, the Cherokee mother limits her interventions as the infant learns (passive forbearance). Instead, she observes her infant's development, socializes the infant through quiet interaction, teaches the infant by example, and encourages infant exploration.
Patterns of Care on the Second Outer Ring
Accommodating everyday infant care. The Cherokee mother maintains harmony by respecting her infant's needs. When disharmony occurs, the mother remedies the situation to see that the infant's needs are met. The Cherokee mother is able to make choices of care for her infant that her infant cannot (Rogers, 1970) . Because of his developmental immaturity, an infant cannot always regulate his basic physiologic needs, so the Cherokee mother selects the best care from his environment that is directed toward fulfilling his basic needs (passive forbearance). The mother usually selects Cherokee infant care to promote the human/environment interaction of her infant and the Cherokee/mainstream culture. However, a Cherokee mother learns from other cultures about infant customs and integrates the learned customs with her own care (Wuest, 1991) . She provides the best care for her infant. The Cherokee mother endeavors to see that her infant's needs are fulfilled and the mother provides care according to those needs. The mother promotes harmonious living by meeting the infant's needs at mealtime, comforting the infant, meeting the sleeping needs of the infant, and playing with the infant outdoors instead of indoors.
Accommodating health perspectives. Health is conceived as open and whole; there are no boundaries (Sarter, 1988) . Health includes every aspect of the infant's well-being: physical, spiritual, and emotional. Being in harmony with supernatural forces is a necessary dimension of spiritual health. Because of the infant's developmental stage, the Cherokee mother selects health care for her infant. The Cherokee mother selects either biomedical health care and/or traditional medicine for her infant (passive forbearance) (Dubray & Sanders, 1999; Joe, 1997; Wuest, 1991) . The Cherokee mother teaches her infant patterns of health care so that he can learn to live coordinately with alterations in well-being rather than in conflict with them (Rogers, 1970, p. 123) . She promotes the interaction (selection of treatment) between her infant and the health care systems available to her (Rogers, p. 122). One Cherokee mother stated, "That's what I use mostly [brother who knows Indian home remedies] instead of going to the hospital [local Indian hospital and clinics]." The Cherokee mother selects health care that will promote the well-being of her infant. These behaviors include integrating Cherokee medicine, using family members who know about herbal medicines, identifying signs of illness, selecting either biomedical or Indian health care (or both), identifying the illness as major or minor, selecting the appropriate health care worker, and using the medicine man's prescribed health care.
Merging the infant into Indian culture. "Being Indian" is unique to the Cherokee mother. Each Cherokee mother has an Indian heritage characteristic to herself. This heritage is part of her spirituality (Mullin, Lee, Hertwig, & Silverthorn, 2001) . Each Indian nation or Indian clan has its own distinctive ancestry. In addition, the Indian mother and her baby are considered as one, particularly because the infant depends on his mother for his survival. Therefore, being Indian is the essence of the Cherokee mother's and infant's Indian heritage and spirituality (Dubray & Sanders, 1999) . The Cherokee mother demonstrates to her infant how to be Indian. Because of the infant's developmental stage, the Cherokee infant encounters the same life experiences as his mother. The mother teaches her infant about being Indian. Due to the developmental age of her infant, the Cherokee mother cares for the infant in such a way that the infant will manifest some of the same Indian behaviors she does. The infant learns to live in harmony as an Indian while living in a "White man's world" (passive forbearance). A Cherokee mother said, "He is being raised in a White man's world to survive, but he is going to know his heritage too." The more Indian a mother feels, the more integrated she is in her Indian community. The following behaviors demonstrate how a Cherokee mother cares for her Indian baby as she merges her infant into Cherokee society: teaching the Cherokee language, telling stories about the "little people," taking the infant to the Indian dance, respecting beliefs concerned with conjuring, giving the infant a Cherokee name, telling the infant Indian stories, having family or Indian meals together, attending Indian gatherings, going to powwows, and attending the stomp dance.
In summary, the circles-of-care grounded-theory model describes the social process of infant care among Cherokee mothers. Cherokee mothers have specific functions of being a mother in their society. Cherokee mothers provide infant care that promotes the harmony (or natural rhythm) of their infants' lives. Cherokee mothers express characteristics and behaviors of care that are culturally generated. Sometimes, mothers use some cultural patterns of care that are more Cherokee, and sometimes mothers integrate patterns of infant care from mainstream society. They provide care that promotes harmony through passive forbearance. Mothers who use passive forbearance as an interaction pattern of care do not control their infants' wellbeing but try to enhance their infants' lives through unobtrusive caring behaviors.
DISCUSSION
This grounded theory describes the social process of infant care among Cherokee mothers. This theory provides the nurse with crosscultural knowledge about the circles of care a Cherokee mother promotes and the interdependent components involved with each circle and how the Cherokee mother promotes harmony as she provides care to her infant. This grounded theory examines how Cherokee mothers care for their infants from a holistic perspective. By using this knowledge holistically, the nurse can identify care patterns that do not enhance the health of the Indian infant and explore the organization of cultural care that promotes the infant's health. The nurse who is not knowledgeable about Cherokee mothering may, for example, try to convince a mother to put her infant in a crib at night. The holistic nurse understands that the mother and infant may sleep together sometimes so the infant feels secure and would try to accommodate this cultural pattern of care by making sure that the mother keeps the infant on a firm surface (e.g., mattress), sleeping prone, away from pillows, and safe from falling (Burd, 1994) . Knowledge about why one person behaves in a certain way gives the nurse a greater appreciation for her patients' differences and enables her to provide much more individualized care. The nurse who understands Cherokee infant care enhances the well-being of the infant and the mental health of the mother.
Having knowledge about Indian infant care can help the nurse identify cultural patterns of care that may be healthy or concerning to the nurse. This provides the nurse with a holistic perspective of care to provide to Cherokee mothers and their infants. A nurse may not be aware of the alternatives in health care that a Cherokee mother has. Knowledge about the Cherokee health care system can enhance the cross-cultural nursing care the nurse provides to the Cherokee mother and to the infant.
An infant care theory enables the nurse to assess how a Cherokee mother behaves as she attempts to promote the harmony of care she provides. Infant care is multidimensional. Cross-cultural awareness of different components involved with Indian infant care provides the nurse with knowledge about the following areas: the caretakers for the infant; the discipline practices; the developmental practices; the traditional, routine infant care practices; the traditional Indian practices; the spiritual beliefs; and the different health care perspectives.
The nurse can identify potential health problems more readily and avoid misunderstandings about Indian infant care.
The nurse can assess changes that the Indian mother may make in her caring behaviors if the nurse understands the social process of care and cultural patterns that influence it. A Cherokee mother is tuned into the developmental changes in her infant and may use traditional methods to enhance child development. The nurse using a holistic approach regarding the Cherokee infant caring process may be able to identify whether there is a concern or not and assist the mother in selecting the best choice of health care for her baby. This holistic approach about the Indian infant caring process enables the nurse to assess various aspects of care, how the care is provided, who the significant caretakers are (family), and what the cultural significance of care is.
